
Vertices® is the comprehensive tape management software solution that gives you complete control over all the
media in your company with a single, easy-to-use application. 

Vertices tracks media at all your storage sites, monitors usage and movements, creates and automates rotation cycles,
and virtually eliminates the risk of accidental erasure of important information. And since Vertices captures tape
information from your backup system automatically, total accuracy becomes the standard, not a goal. 

Plus, you can even log mainframe media from your BL/LIB®, CA-1® or RMM system.

HIPAA and Sarbanes-Oxley Compliance.
If you are concerned about complying with federal regulations, Vertices has you covered. Vertices creates a
complete audit trail, allowing you to print comprehensive audit reports to help satisfy compliancy issues.

Vertices®

The Smarter Way to Control Your Data.

Handle All Your Media with One Program.
Vertices Legacy Logger Module™ imports
information into Vertices from legacy backup tape
management systems, enabling you to take full
advantage of Vertices’ powerful and time-saving tape
management features.

Vertices Foreign Media Module™ helps log and track
media from outside companies, such as vendors or
clients, without affecting your company’s main
database of media information. 

Run Your Data Center Like Clock Work.
Vertices FTP functionality allows you to automatically
transfer action lists to offsite vendors, and other
vaults, via FTP. And because Vertices can
automatically generate these lists, data center
personnel and storage facilities always know exactly
what tapes will be arriving, as well as what tapes to
ship back to the originating location.

Ensure Absolute Accuracy.
Vertices Automation Module™ integrates seamlessly
with your backup application, automatically logging and
tracking all backup media from the following systems:

VERITAS NetBackup™ & Backup Exec™

LEGATO NetWorker®

BakBone NetVault™

HP OpenView Data Protector™

Syncsort Backup Express™

CA BrightStor™ ARCserve®

Vertices Bar Code Scanning Module™, with onsite
and remote capabilities, virtually eliminates input
errors while providing lightning-quick logging 
and reconciliation.

Try Vertices for FREE!
See for yourself why Vertices is the smarter way to control your data. 

Visit www.vertices.net to download a FREE trial version of Vertices or simply view the 
online demonstration. There’s no risk and no obligation. Or call us toll-free at 

1-877-VERTICES (877-837-8423) for more information.®
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